
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I would like to nominate my artistic director / teacher Cathy. I believe she is worthy for this 
award because of her heart and passion she portrays on and off the stage for Ukrainian 
culture and dance. Pani Cathy lives and breaths the culture anywhere she might be. She 
arrived in Thunder Bay in 1984 and joined Chaban (originally Veselka) and by the 1986 dance 
season, had become its Artistic Director, drawing on her experience directing and teaching 
Ukrainian dance in Guelph (Tyrsa), in her hometown of Welland (Vesnyanka), and dancing 
with St. Catharine’s (Dunai). 
 

Cathy is certified as Ballet Master Coach/ Choreographer from the Ukrainian Academy of 
Dance of Lviv, Ukraine. She graduated from the Shumka School of Dance Tier 1 and 2 
(Edmonton), and has been trained in ballet, as well as both Ukrainian dance and folklore, at 
workshops in Canada, the U.S. and Ukraine. As a teacher and choreographer, she has created 
many dance storylines, to portray Ukrainian dance in unique ways to audiences. For Chaban’s 
2016 culminating show, she is scripting “The Princess and the Pysanka” to entwine dance and 
traditions in a fun folktale performance. She has directed hundreds of performances locally, 
nationally and internationally. She has directed Chaban’s performing tours through Ukraine, 
Spain, the U.S. and Canada, and has encouraged the dancers in local, national and international 
competitions. She inspires dance among youth and those not so youthful, having started an 
adult class she dubbed “Ukercize” in 2004. 
 

As a dancing ambassador, she has taken Ukrainian dancing to local schools, to stretch breaks 
at national conferences, to enhance repertoire of vocal ensembles, to countless seminars, 
workshops, festivals and community events. She is a true advocate of everything Ukrainian. In 
2000, Cathy was the recipient of a City of Thunder Bay Citizen of Exceptional Achievement 
Award, and in 2012 she received the Spirit of Thunder Bay Award for her 25 years of 
leadership, innovation and volunteerism in the community at the helm of Chaban.  Also in 
2012, Cathy received the Cultural Supporter award (Thunder Bay Arts & Heritage) in 
recognition of her tireless promotion of Ukrainian culture through dance, Ukrainian heritage, 
leadership in youth, and dance as a form of lifelong friendships and fitness for all ages. Cathy 
has impacted many people with her love of dance and I am thankful to be part of it. So from 
what I have written and seen well being with Chaban, Pani Cathy I believe is a great Candidate 
to be selected for " Instructor of the year award ". Thank you for taking the time to read my 
submission about a incredible woman / teacher / dancer and artistic director! 
 


